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For a large class of linear mixed type partial differential equations, theorems on
local and semi-global solvability are stated and rely on a prior result of the author
about the non-trapping of null-bicharacteristics over compact sets and the theory
of Hormander. A global solvability result modulo smooth error is demonstrated forÈ
a slightly reduced class which includes the equations found most commonly in the
literature. The key point is the proof of an additional global convexity property for
the bicharacteristic flow which results from the construction of a type of convex
hull. All of the results are independent of lower order terms as they depend only
on the Hamiltonian system associated to the principal symbol. This independence
allows for the interpretation of the results in the context of general relativity and
semi-Riemannian geometry. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this work, we are concerned with questions of solvability for a large
class of mixed type partial differential equations. By solvability, one means
that given any source term f lying in a specified space, one can show the
existence of a classical or distributional solution u to the equation
Pu s f on V , 1.1 .
where no side conditions are imposed. The class of equations to be
considered are of Tricomi type in the following sense. With respect to
coordinates x g Rn and y g R on V ; Rnq1, if we denote by D sx
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P has the form
P s D2 q yA x , y , D q B x , y , D , D , 1.2 .  . .y x x y
where
B is any first order differential operator with smooth coefficients , 1.3 .
A is a second order differential operator with smooth coefficients , 1.4 .
 .with principal symbol a x, y, j that satisfies the positivity property
< <a x , y , j ) 0 for j / 0. 1.5 .  .
All such equations are of mixed type for domains overlapping the interface
y s 0, being hyperbolic for y - 0 and elliptic for y ) 0, and have been
w x w xcalled of Tricomi type by Imai 14 and Segala 23 , who have constructed
parametrices for y near zero in the hyperbolic and elliptic regions,
respectively. Examples of widely studied equations which fall into this class
w xwhen n s 1 include the Tricomi equation 25 and the Chaplygin equation
w x3 of gas dynamics, which have long been associated with transonic fluid
flow, as well as mixed type equations which allow for y dependence in A
w xand obey certain maximum principles 1 . In higher dimensions, this
Tricomi type class includes the generalizations of Tricomi and Chaplygin
w x  . n 2as studied by Protter 22 , where yA s K y  D . All of the resultsjs1 x j
stated here are independent of the lower order operator B and have no
additional assumptions concerning the type change other than that implied
 .  .by 1.2 and 1.5 , which gives a ``clean'' change of type across y s 0. In
particular, no additional monotonicity assumptions have been made, al-
though the coefficients must be smooth.
w xMotivated by the work of Morawetz 17 on the Tricomi equation, we
have studied the location and propagation of singularities for the solutions
to the Dirichlet problem on closed bounded domains with smooth non-
w xcharacteristic boundary 18]20 . In particular, we have shown the following
 w x.result cf. Proposition 3.2 of 20 which is the starting point of the present
investigation.
THEOREM 1. Let P be an operator of Tricomi type on an open region
nq1  .V : R . Then P is of real principal type on V in the sense that i the
 .principal symbol p is real ¨alued and ii no complete null bicharacteristic can
be trapped o¨er any compact subset of V.
` Ç .  .A null bicharacteristic is an integral curve g t g C I, T*V of the
Hamiltonian system
g 9 t s H g t , 1.6 .  .  .p
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where H is the Hamiltonian vector field of the principal symbol p of P,p
  ..supplemented with the characteristic initial condition p g t s 0. The0
Çset T*V is the cotangent bundle with zero section removed. The real
valued function p has its values preserved along the flow, and hence the
null bicharacteristics are curves through the phase space along which the
operator fails to be microlocally elliptic. By complete, one means that
the integral curves have been maximally extended with respect to the
parameter t. In the case of Tricomi type equations, the principal symbol is
2  .  .p s h q ya x, y, j , the null bicharacteristics have the components g t
  .  .  .  ..s x t , y t , j t , h t , and the Hamiltonian vector field is given by
n ­ a ­ ­ a ­
H s y yp ­j ­ x ­ x ­jj j j jjs1
­ ­ a ­
q 2h y y q a . 1.7 . /­ y ­ y ­h
The characteristic initial condition being preserved along the flow yields
the characteristic relation
< <’h t s " y t a x t , y t , j t and j t / 0, 1.8 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .
which holds along any bicharacteristic segment. The proof of Theorem 1 is
 .accomplished by an analysis of the Hamiltonian system 1.6 including a
blow up analysis of this nonlinear system.
The non-trapping of null bicharacteristics over compact sets in Theorem
1 is a very strong property; it allows one to semi-globally propagate the
 w xregularity of solutions, as has been well studied by Hormander cf. 12 andÈ
.numerous references therein . There are immediate consequences for
local and semi-global solvability that will be discussed in Section 2, which
contains the statements of the main results including a result on global
 .solvability modulo smooth error. This global result Theorem 4 requires
the proof of an additional global convexity property for the null bicharac-
 .teristic flow the pseudo-convexity property that will be established in
Section 3 for large subclasses of the full Tricomi type class as defined by
 .  .1.2 ] 1.5 . Relations of Theorem 4 to known results will be given at the
end of Section 2. Some additional remarks on the pseudo-convexity prop-
erty will be given at the end of Section 3 in the context of general relativity
and semi-Riemannian geometry.
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2. THE SOLVABILITY THEOREMS
We begin by noting that standard microlocal arguments of HormanderÈ
show that the non-trapping property of Theorem 1 yields an a priori
estimate with the loss of one derivative: ;s g R, ;K ; V compact, ' a
constant C such thats, K
5 5 5 5 5 5 `u F C P*u q u , u g C K . 2.1 .  .  .sq1 s ss , K 0
The norms are usual Sobolev norms and P* is the formal adjoint of P.
The idea is to combine the propagation of micrlocal Sobolev regularity
 w x.along the null bicharacteristics cf. 12, Theorem 26.1.4 with the compact
support of u in order to set up a closed graph theorem argument.
Moreover, a direct consequence of the a priori estimate, the Rellich
lemma, and the finite dimensionality of compact balls in Banach spaces is
that one has a Fredholm-like property in that the set
N K s u g E 9 K : P*u s 0 2.2 4 .  .  .
` .  .is a finite dimensional linear subspace of C K , where the E 9 K are the0
 .compactly supported distributions on K. The same statements 2.1 and
 .2.2 hold when P* is replaced by P since the non-trapping property
depends only on the principal symbol of P which is real valued and hence
 .agrees with the principal symbol of the adjoint. The a priori estimate 2.1
 .and the Fredholm-like property 2.2 that derive from Theorem 1 are
combined with functional analysis arguments using duality and the
 wHahn]Banach theorem to give the following solvability results cf. 12,
x w x.Theorem 26.1.7 as well as 24, Sect. 6.3 .
 .THEOREM 2 Local Solvability . Let P be a differential operator of
 .  . nq1Tricomi type in the sense of 1.2 ] 1.5 on an open subset V : R . Gi¨ en a
 .  .distribution f g D9 V and a point v s x , y g V, there exists a neigh-0 0 0
 .borhood U of v and a distribution u g D9 V such that0
Pu s f in D9 U . 2.3 .  .
` . s  .Moreo¨er, the set U is independent of f. If f g C V or f g H V , thenloc
` . s  .u g C V or u g H V .loc
 .THEOREM 3 Semi-global Solvability . Let P be a differential operator of
 .  . nq1Tricomi type in the sense of 1.2 ] 1.5 on an open subset V : R . Gi¨ en
 .  .any compact subset K of V, the set N K defined by 2.2 is a finite
` . w  .xdimensional subspace of C K which is orthogonal to P D9 V . If f g0
s  .  . sq1 .H V for some s g R and if f H N K , then there exists u g H Vloc loc
such that
Pu s f 2.4 .
` . ` .holds on a neighborhood of K. If f g C V , then u g C V .
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We now turn toward the question of global solvability, for which the
non-trapping property of Theorem 1 is insufficient to derive a conclusion.
In order to understand the difficulty, one should note that there is a finite
dimensional obstruction to solvability on any fixed compact set K, as
 .measured by the set N K . Moreover, as K increases, one should expect
 .that this obstruction N K will grow in dimension, and hence one should
 wnot expect an altogether satisfactory result. However, it is known cf. 12,
x.Theorem 26.1.9 that an additional property on the bicharacteristic flow
 .1.6 paired with the non-trapping property of Theorem 1 yields a global
 nq1.solvability result in D9 R modulo the infinite dimensional linear
` nq1.subspace C R . This additional property will be recorded in the
following definition, which also applies to properly supported pseudodiffer-
 w x.ential operators cf. 12, Definition 26.1.8 .
DEFINITION. Let P be a differential operator of real principal type on
V; that is, the principal symbol is real valued and no complete null
bicharacteristic of P is trapped over any compact subset K of V. Then
one says that V is pseudo-convex with respect to P if for every compact
set K ; V, there is another compact set K 9 ; V, such that every
null bicharacteristic interval with both endpoints over K must lie entirely
over K 9.
By re-analyzing the proof of Theorem 1, we are able to demonstrate the
needed pseudo-convexity property for large subclasses of Tricomi type
equations, including those of the form most commonly found in the
literature. The precise statement of the resulting global solvability is given
in the theorem below, whose proof will occupy the following section.
 .THEOREM 4 Global Solvability . Let P be a differential operator of
 .  . nq1Tricomi type in the sense 1.2 ] 1.5 on R . In addition, assume that one
of the following three conditions is satisfied,
n s 1, 2.5 .
or
< < 2 2 nq1a x , y , j s a y j on R , 2.6 .  .  .
or
2 n nq1 Ä< <a x , y , j s a y j for j g R , x , y g R _ R , 2.7 .  .  .  .
Äwhere a is smooth and positi¨ e and R is some rectangle of the form
n
Ä Ä w xR s a , b = y , 0 , 2.8 .Ä Ä j j
js1
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 nq1.with y - 0. Then, gi¨ en any distribution f g D9 R , there exists u gÄ
 nq1.D9 R such that
Pu s f mod C` Rnq1 . 2.9 .  .
Note that for n s 1, no further restrictions are placed on the principal
part other than those defining the Tricomi type class. For more than two
 .independent variables, the condition 2.6 allows for all equations whose
principal part is of generalized Chaplygin form, although the type change
function need not be strictly monotone as is normally assumed. Moreover,
 .the condition 2.7 weakens this restriction to be necessary only on a
neighborhood of infinity. In all cases, arbitrary lower order terms are
allowed, while the coefficients are assumed smooth. Of course, one can
Ä Ä .replace R in condition 2.7 by any compact set K, but we seek to
emphasize, for example, that no additional conditions on a are required in
the elliptic region.
One significance of this theorem is that it leads to the existence of
wglobal two sided parametrices as discussed by Hormander 12, TheoremÈ
x26.1.14 ; however, it does not yield a construction of them. In contrast,
such parametrices have been constructed, but only locally near y s 0, in
w x w xthe papers of Imai 14 and Segala 23 . On the other hand, the global
existence and explicit form of certain elementary or fundamental solutions
w xis a classical topic; one can consult Germain 8 and references therein for
w xChaplygin equations in two variables, Weinstein 26 for generalized Chap-
w x w xlygin equations, as well as Gramchev 9 and Groothuizen 10 for more
modern approaches to the Tricomi equation in two and more variables,
respectively. However, these classical works all assume monotonicity on
the type change function and do not allow for general lower order
operators B or dependence of A on x. Finally, it might be possible to
establish the global existence of genuine solutions along the lines of
w xHormander 4, Theorem 6.3.4 , but this would require the addition of aÈ
completely different analysis of convexity properties with respect to sup-
ports to go along with the analysis of Theorems 1 and 4 concerning
singular supports.
3. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 4
In light of the general theory of Hormander and Theorem 1, it sufficesÈ
to prove the pseudo-convexity property: given K ; Rnq1 an arbitrary
compact set, there exists another compact set K 9 which contains all the
 .projections p onto x, y space of all null bicharacteristic intervals
w x.   ..   ..g t , t such that p g t and p g t belong to K. The basic claim is0 1 0 1
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 .  .  .that under any of the hypotheses 2.5 , 2.6 , or 2.7 one may choose the
needed enlargement K 9 as a kind of rectangular hull of K. We define
several objects to this end. For any compact set K, we define
w xG K s g t , t : p g t g K , k s 0, 1 for some t , t g R . 4 .  . . .0 1 k 0 1
3.1 .
 .Given any bicharacteristic segment g g G K and any coordinate function
 .z t along g , we define the quantities
Z m g s min z t and Z M g s max z t 3.2 .  .  .  .  .
w x w xtg t , t tg t , t0 1 0 1
and
Z m K s inf Z m g and Z M K s sup Z M g . 3.3 .  .  .  .  .
 .ggG K  .ggG K
We will show that given any K compact, we may choose K 9 as the
rectangle
n
m M mR K s X K , X K = Y K , 0 , 3.4 .  .  .  .  . j j
js1
 .where R K is almost the rectangular hull of K in the sense that the
 .  .quantities of the form 3.3 appearing in the formula 3.4 obey the
equalities
Z m K s min z and Z M K s max z . 3.5 .  .  .
 .  .x , y gK x , y gK
M  .The presence of 0 in place of Y K is generally necessary.
The basic claim will follow from an explicit analysis of the Hamiltonian
 .system that defines any bicharacteristic g t . The system is
¡x t s ­ p s y­ a .Çj j jj j
y t s ­ p s 2h .Ç h~ 3.6 .Çj t s y­ p s yy­ a .j x xj j¢h t s y­ p s y a q y­ a , .Ç  .y y
supplemented with the characteristic initial conditions
h t s " y t a x t , y t , j t and j t / 0. 3.7’ .  .  .  .  .  .  . .0 0 0 0 0 0
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 .Since all of the component functions of g t are smooth on the interval
 .t , t , it suffices to check their values at the endpoints of the interval and0 1
interior stationary points in order to determine their extrema.
 .Analysis of the y coordinate shows that y t F 0 for all times t along
the flow since the symbol p is elliptic for y ) 0. Hence, by continuity of
the coordinate function y and compactness of K, one has that
Y M K F 0. 3.8 .  .
 .Moreover, the interior critical times t for which y t s 0 coincide withÇc c
 .  .  .h t s 0 by 3.6 , which in turn happen only when y t s 0 by thec c
 .  .characteristic relation 1.8 because of the positivity condition 1.5 . Conse-
 .quently, given any g g G K , the y coordinate is a strictly monotone
 .function of t with the possible exception of one critical time at which g t
M  .achieves its maximum value of zero. Moreover, the minimal values Y g
are achieved at the endpoints of the segment, so by the compactness of K
and the continuity of the coordinate function y, one has
Y m K s min y , 3.9 .  .
 .x , y gK
 .which is a formula of the type 3.5 with z s y. In this way, one sees that
the key fact is that the coordinate y acts like a globally defined time
variable for the operator P, which is strictly hyperbolic for y - 0.
Now, if one had similar monotonicity properties in the coordinates x ,j
then the rectangular pseudo-convexity would follow. The hypotheses
 .  .2.5 ] 2.7 have been chosen to do precisely this. Under the dimension one
 .hypothesis 2.5 , the positive quadratic form a takes the form
a x , y , j s a x , y j 2 , with a x , y ) 0. 3.10 .  .  .  .
In such a case, the differential equation for the x component becomes
x t s 2 yja x , y , 3.11 .  .  .Ç
 .where j / 0 and a ) 0. Consequently, critical times t at which x t s 0Çc c
 .occur exactly when y t s 0. However, a short calculation shows that allc
 .such critical times do not yield even relative extrema for x t since
 .  .x0 t s 0 and x- t / 0. Therefore, with the possible exception of thec c
 .  .one isolated time t , x t has consistent sign along any g g G K sinceÇc
 .  .j t cannot change sign along g without violating the condition j t / 0.
 .By the continuity and monotonicity of x t , together with the compactness
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of K one has that
X m K s min x and X M K s max x , 3.12 .  .  .
 .  .x , y gK x , y gK
 .which is formula 3.5 with z s x, and the claim that K 9 may be chosen as
 .  .R K in formula 3.4 follows, when n s 1.
 .In a similar way, under the hypothesis 2.6 , in which the quadratic form
a becomes
< < 2a x , y , j s a y j with a y ) 0, 3.13 .  .  .  .
one has the same nearly strict monotonicity in the components x . Byj
 .noting that the x, j part of the Hamiltonian system becomes
x t s 2 ya y j .  .Çj j
3.14 . Çj t s 0, .j
Ä Ä Ä Ä .  .one has that j t ' j are all constant, where j s j , . . . , j / 0. Con-j j 1 n
 .  .sequently, for a fixed index j, either x t ' x a constant, or x t isÄj j j
strictly monotone with the possible exception of one isolated time t suchc
 .that y t s 0, just as before. Again, a simple calculation confirms thatc
such critical times do not yield relative extrema, and hence the continuity
 .of the coordinate function x , the monotonicity of x t , and the compact-j j
ness of K yield the equalities
X m s min x and X M s max x , 3.15 .j j j j
 .  .x , y gK x , y gK
 .which are formulas of the type 3.5 with z s x , and K 9 may again bej
 .  .chosen as a rectangle R K of the form 3.4 .
 .Under the hypothesis 2.7 , in which the quadratic form a takes the
Ä .  .form 3.13 outside some compact rectangle R of the form 2.8 , we will
Äargue by contradiction to show that the monotone properties outside of R
ensure the ability to choose K 9 as a large rectangle R9 in the non-elliptic
 .region y F 0, although not necessarily the ``rectangular hull'' R K . As-
sume the contrary; that is, assume that there exists a compact set K and a
 .bicharacteristic segment g g G K such thatÄ
w xp g t , t ­ R9 3.16 . .Ä 0 1
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for each compact rectangle R9 of the form
n
X X w xR9 s a , b = y9, 0 . 3.17 . j j
js1
 .If this is so, one can pick a rectangle R9 of the form 3.17 such that
p g T f R9, 3.18 .  .
 .for some instant T g t , t . Since one can pick R9 arbitrarily large, one0 1
can ensure that
Ä ÄR j K ; R9 and dist ­ R9, ­ R j K ) 0. 3.19 . . .
 .By the continuity of the coordinate functions of g t , there exists anÄ
 .interval t , t containing T so thate r
p g t , t l R9 s B. 3.20 .  .Ä e r
The instants t and t are exit and return times for g with respect to R9.Äe r
Ä w  .xOne can then pick a tubular neighborhood K of the segment p g t forÄ
w xt g t , t such thate r
Ä ÄK l R s B. 3.21 .
Ä Äw x  .Now, g t , t g G K is a bicharacteristic segment with endpoints over KÄ e r
Äwhich does not travel over R. However, this segment must support an
extremal value of at least one coordinate function x or y on the interiorj
 .  .of the parameter interval t , t if the projection onto x, y space is toe r
leave and return to R9 at the endpoints. Such interior extremal values are
Äprohibited outside of R by prior arguments, and the rectangular pseudo-
 .convexity follows under the hypothesis 2.7 . This completes the proof of
Theorem 4.
We conclude by making a few remarks about the global properties on
the bicharacteristic flow that lead to the solvability results. From a purely
partial differential equations point of view, it would be interesting to know
whether the pseudo-convexity property is enjoyed by all Tricomi type
 .  .equations of the form 1.2 ] 1.5 as is the non-trapping property of
Theorem 1. There is independent interest in such global properties of
bicharacteristics coming from general relativity and Lorentzian or semi-
Riemannian geometry. In particular, Theorem 1 implies that a large class
 2 .of ``singular spacetimes'' X, ds are disprisoning for null geodesics, whereas
the proof of Theorem 4 says that a slightly reduced class is null pseudocon-
¨ex. These two properties, when valid for timelike geodesics as well, are
known to result in strong causality properties as was introduced by Beem
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w xand Parker 2 and developed in a sequence of papers thereafter. The
spacetimes related to our work are topologically X s Rnq1 and, because
of the independence of our results on lower order terms, for each positive
 .definite quadratic form a in 1.5 that is symmetric one can find a Tricomi
type operator P which is the D'Alembertian on X with respect to a
singular semi-Riemannian metric
n
2 2 i jds s dy q g dx dx , 3.22 . i j
i , js1
that changes signature across the hypersurface y s 0. Of course this
metric is highly singular as the g are entries of the matrix that is thei j
inverse of that associated to ya. Spacetimes whose metrics change signa-
ture have received much recent attention in connection with the Hartle]
w xHawking no boundary hypothesis, for example, 5, 11, 15 .
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